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About This Game

Turbo Pug is back! And this time, he's three dimensional!
Join Turbo Pug and friends, sprint your way through a randomly generated voxel world with scaling difficulty.

Turbo Pug 3D - Fast paced, casual fun.

Key Features:

Enjoy the popular Turbo Pug fast paced, timing based, runner game-play style in a whole new way!

Delve into a randomly generated 3D voxel world

Grab Pug coins and unlock new characters and hats!

Equip hats on different characters

Global leaderboards - 'Daily' and 'All time'

A stunning day/night cycle
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the sim for week needs to be fix. The whole budget really needs to be explained more. Love the game just frustrating to see you
have a positive 300 day but somehow your at -1,000 next time youre open. One of the best Assassins Creed games out there.
The idea is pretty cool; buccaneers versus vikings. You pick either side and head for the sky with your airship.
In the air you'll have to co-operate with your teammates; someone needs to steer the ship and another person fires its cannons.
With the small ships it is possible to do both of the tasks on your own; but it's pretty hard.
Ofcourse you could also just grab a kamikazi-baloon and steer it into the enemies' airship.

The in-game combat system is pretty good. Cannons are slow and hard to aim, but their impact is devastating.
It's also possible to board the enemies' ship, but you'll be at such a close range already that either ship will sink in seconds due to
mutual cannonfire.
If you manage to board the enemies' ship without it getting sunk, prepare for a chase and catch game.

For a game released in december 2012, the details on the characters and ships are horrible. The maps themselves look okay, but
are very limited in number.

Overall it's a game that has potential, but it's not worth € 14.. if you like ark, buy this one. I regret buying this.

I bought this software thinking it would be a useful professional grade software for sculpting in VR, and I foolishly waited until
after the refund period lapsed to actually try it. This software is way overpriced for what it is, a toy. There's a "Tentacle" tool,
but no smoothing or stamps or anything you'd expect from actual sculpting software. The interface is a joke, and worst of all the
sculpted mesh doesn't update fast enough to match movement of your hands so quick brushes will leave a trail of individual
spheres\/cubes. Although the interface is snappy and self explanatory it is equally limited. Honestly, if you want a vr modeling
toy just save the money and get google blocks. This software is only useful for drawing
purple\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in vr.

Tl;Dr, do not buy this program, it won't do what you want it to do. Beautiful game!. Nice point and click game. I reaily enjoyed
this game but the end left me wanting more.. If you liked the other Atelier games on steam, this one is good as well.

As people have already said, no english dub this time though. And no time limit on the main quest line unlike Firis (at least from
what I have seen....)

Little bit of a framerate drop too on my older PC, but in this kind of game it's not particularly noticable (ie turn based combat).

So, if you're a fan of the series, or this is the first one, you'll be good to go with Lydie & Suelle.
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I collect paint programmes as a hobby just as much as I love drawing. I have been collecting them for many many years. Black
Ink may not seem too new to me because of that, but it is a beautiful programme to have in my collection. It has a fantastic
streamline UI and everything runs very smoothly. Works perfect with my pen pressure of my CTH-470 and supports the eraser
function on the pen too.

The only downside is, from first opening, the brushes seem quite limited. However, you can play with the settings and change
that on your own. Many paint programmes also come with communities who create their own brush packs, so keep an eye out
for any generous, creative folks...

----------

EDIT: A while ago, I went snooping the forums for Black Ink and discovered a wide range of fan made brushes for importing
into the program, much like how most paint programmes do this now. You can still make things on your own in programme, but
the community is bursting with fantastic creativity and it's very generous for sharing it. I am very happy to find this, and it opens
so many new options!. There are not so many levels but its only 1.99 euro (u can get hundreds of level's with mahjong quest but
its 10 euro)
It's a shor but good game. This game is a mess. Could not load in big picture mode. Had to enable controller input in a game
championing itself as a coch multiplayer. Multiple A.I issues, random stutters and freezing on a rig with a gtx 1060 and latest
generation i5. Putting in for a refund and hopeing that no one falls prey to this game... it is disapointing as it has promise.. I'd
recommend for any tactics game fans, especially if you like old-school Fire Emblem games since it feels a lot like that.

+Great tactics rpg gameplay, feels like old Fire Emblem
+Weapons and classes very reminiscent of Fire Emblem
+Several difficulty levels with options for permadeath or not
+Characters, lore, graphics all good for an SRPG Maker game
+Great value for the amount of content

-Like the Fire Emblem games, some characters are too underpowered
-No stage replays or way to reliably level up weak characters
-'Gold' amounts displayed on battle screen but no way to spend it, no store
-No weapon triangle \/ inherent weapon type strengths. This game is good game. You may think to yourself, "toaster icon, this
game looks like not good game" I say to that person no. You are wrong this game is lightweight it is the welterweight of games. I
put it on my laptop I play it for many moons while my mother is sick in hospital for appendix sickness. It exploded one weekend
at first she was like, I feel very sick and we took her to the doctor and the doctor said she was fine. Then it exploded and she felt
better. Then she felt alot worse and so we took her to the hospital. The hospital didn't have anything good on TV and so I played
much Gyromancer. I am fairly proficient now in Gyromancy, I took the skill. A gay nurse commented to me telling me I looked
like a sexy golfer. I am uncomfortable with the feelings I had in that moment.
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